
PŘÍBRAM DONATES HOORN WOODCARVINGS BECAUSE OF CITYLINK JUBILEE 
 

In the context of the 20-year anniversary twinning between Hoorn and Příbram Příbram has 
donated the town Hoorn carvings, bearing the arms of both cities. Mayor Onno van 
Veldhuizen took the artwork in reception. The artwork is gratefully received and hangs in the 
staff restaurant of the Cityhall in Hoorn . 
 
In 2012, several exchanges have taken place. Příbram was quite active in this 20th anniversary year.  
Thus Příbram contributed to the annual exhibition of Committee 40-45 May, also in May the Blauwe 
Schuit  and music school Gerard Boedijn in Hoorn received pupils and teachers of the Základní 
Umelecka Škola, center for art and music. There were two successful concerts in the Oosterkerk and 
the Village Church in Zwaag. 
 
In June two Hoornse artists, Titi Smit and Randy Vettewinkel had a successful exhibition in the 
Artcentre in Příbram. They were accompanied by the Arts and Cultural Policy of the Municipality of 
Hoorn, at the invitation of our foundation acquainted with colleagues in that field Příbram. 
In September a small delegation of various invitees, which had connection to and experienced the 
20-years with Příbram, travelled to Příbram to celebrate  the 20th anniversary there. 
 
Mayor Onno van Veldhuizen could be there one day and present the gift of the municipality of Hoorn 
to hand. It is a contribution to a unique project in Příbram - a centre for disabled children that 
European funding is built and operated by the municipality Příbram. This project is financially 
supported by a contribution of EUR 250.00 by both the municipality Hoorn and the Foundation 
Stedenband Hoorn-Příbram. 
 
The municipality Hoorn and the Foundation Stedenband Hoorn-Příbram received as anniversary gift a 
beautifully carved with the logos of both cities Příbram as Hoorn. This plateau is made by 4 students 
of the Waldorf school in Příbram, Ondrej Svarc, Jakub Giesi, Filip Mares and Petr Liska led by practice 
teacher Anton Rostislav. The Foundation Stedenband Hoorn-Příbram has no location of its own. 
Wanted to be a worthy and preferably public place where the plaque can be seen. That is with the 
cooperation of the City Hall succeeded. The carving has this week found its place in the staff 
restaurant of the city hall of Hoorn 


